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Global Data Center Provider, CyrusOne, Relies on KEO Marketing’s  Business-to-
Business Inbound Marketing Solutions to Boost Sales Performance

The Company
CyrusOne (NASDAQ: CONE) specializes in highly reliable enterprise data center 
services and colocation solutions.  The company’s mission-critical data center facilities 
protect and ensure the continued operation of IT infrastructure for more than 655 
customers, including nine of the Fortune 20 and more than 140 of the Fortune 1000 or 
equivalent-sized companies.  With 25 carrier-neutral data centers across the United 
States, Europe and Asia, CyrusOne offers the flexibility, reliability, scalability and security 
required to meet each customer’s specific requirements.

In January 2013, CyrusOne completed a successful Initial Public Offering (IPO).  Raising 
$313.5 million in the IPO, CyrusOne is using the proceeds to fund the company’s 
aggressive growth initiatives.

In May 2013, the company launched an industry-leading platform called the CyrusOne 
National Internet Exchange (IX).  The CyrusOne IX delivers high-performance, low-cost 
interconnection across states and between metro-enabled sites within the company’s 
facility footprint and beyond. 

Highlights
320% increase in average monthly visits from natural search
171% increase in total lead contacts
118% increase in natural search conversion rates
58% reduction in cost per lead
National and local campaign recognition including the Gold Stevie® Award for 
“Marketing Campaign of the Year” from the American Business Awards, Gold 
Tower Award from the Business Marketing 
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The Challenge
Brand Visibility, Lead Generation CyrusOne entered a rapid growth phase  following its 
IPO.  To support several new data centers around the U.S. and Europe, the company 
needed to continue to expand its brand visibility and generate a significant increase in the 
number of quality leads.  These activities had to produce new customers and revenues 
quickly. However, CyrusOne’s marketing expenditures were to remain within a reasonable 
range to ensure solid financial results.

To accomplish these goals, CyrusOne planned to further differentiate itself and convey 
how its  colocation solutions best fit Fortune 1000  companies.  CyrusOne was innovating 
in the  marketplace and needed to effectively tell a story that would resonate with senior 
Information Technology professionals.

The Strategy Integrated Marketing Plan 

CyrusOne selected KEO Marketing’s business-to-business (B2B) inbound marketing 
solutions to expand visibility and deliver the greatest number of qualified sales leads at 
the most economical cost.   Starting in mid-2012, KEO Marketing  created an integrated 
marketing plan for CyrusOne that included content development and marketing, lead 
nurturing, search engine  optimization (SEO), pay-per-click (PPC) and display advertising 
management, out of home advertising, and web development and design.

With these services, KEO Marketing could deliver a cost-effective solution quickly that 
would drive more qualified visitors to the website.  Lead  information was captured and 
tracked through lead generation forms, live chat and phone call tracking.

In addition, KEO Marketing was enlisted to help launch CyrusOne’s new National Internet 
Exchange (IX) solution in May 2013.  KEO Marketing knew the best way to launch 
this  product to a senior level information technology audience was also to leverage a 
comprehensive integrated marketing campaign.  The effort  powerfully told the story about 
how this  revolutionary new technology transforms an  enterprise’s ability to connect its 
business users and customers in real-time.
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The overall campaign strategy was focused on attracting customers that have not 
historically outsourced their data center needs.  CyrusOne believed its capabilities 
and reputation for serving the needs of large enterprises would continue to enable the 
company to capitalize on the growing demand for outsourced data center facilities.

Houston West Building #3

Houston West Building #3

Corporate Contact:

(866) 297-8766

CyrusOne.com

Houston West Data Center

11003 Corporate Centre Dr.

Houston, TX 77041 

Data Center Solutions for 

Healthcare Companies

Healthcare technology is the critical link for many organizations and top concerns leaders are wrestling with, and may leading 

healthcare companies are moving to outsource their data centers to CyrusOne to deal with these concerns:

“As healthcare systems evolve into a fully documented electronic medical record, data access and security is mission critical. 

Reliable IT services start with a facility located in an area at low risk for natural disasters that is hardened and secured, w
ith 

highly available electrical, cooling, and monitoring—with contr

 

CyrusOne was selected for its ability to meet all these needs for Park Place and our customers.”

Mark Middleton

Director of Cloud Services

Park Place International

Digital data is exploding 

due to technological advances 

and government incentives 

to implement EHR/HMR. 

data center solutions readily 

match the needs of your 

growing business now and in 

the future.

Increased enforcement of 

HIPAA security is compelling 

healthcare organizations to 

upgrade data security and 

disaster recovery protocols 

or face high penalties. With 

CyrusOne’s Multi-Facility 

Interconnected Platform, you 

can mix-and-match highly 

secure data centers for 

disaster recovery using the 

Applications containing 

electronic protected health 

information

Electronic Medical Records 

cycle and billing software, 

and other clinical applications 

are required to follow HIPAA 

compliance guidelines. Your 

mission-critical applications 

are your lifeblood. Best-in-class 

service by CyrusOne ensures 

you get the support you need, 

whenever you need it.

Increasing pressure to 

implement meaningful use, 

reduce healthcare costs and 

improve care outcomes while 

protecting patient interests. 

and operating your data 

center, so you can focus on 

growing your business and 

serving your customers. 

utions 

 years of experience in the healthcare industry, as well as serving the 

Fortune 1000, will ensure you get the right solution.

 Enterprise Data Centers    |   866-297-8766   |   CyrusOne.com/healthcare 

Flexible and scalable data centers 

help healthcare enterprises overcome 

unprecedented challenges.

Healthcare executives are faced with an unprecedented number of 

challenges to innovate new products and services, reduce costs, and 

provide improved patient outcomes.department costs and it’s no 

2013 Annual Report
Notice of the 2014 Annual Meeting and Proxy Statement

CyrusOne  - selected by 9 of the  

Fortune 20 companies and more than  

125 of the global Fortune 1000EXECUTIVE REPORT

Top 8 Reasons to 

Run, Not Walk,  

Away from a Data 

Center Provider

CyrusOne – The Leader in HPC  

and High Density Data Centers 

CyrusOne

  (855) 564-3198 |  cyrusone.com

As the leader in high-density data center deployments in the 

colocation industry, CyrusOne understands that no data center 

CyrusOne has experience with large high-density deployments 

exceeding 900+watts per square foot over several thousand square 

feet within our data centers.  
Having a team of experienced electrical and mechanical engineers who understand how to scope the 

rovide the designs to mature construction 

teams to implement the mechanical and electrical components are key to the RTO of a customer’s investment 

in supercomputer solutions.  Beyond infrastructure, CyrusOne’s non-outsourced, experienced team of facilities 

engineers insure the M&E components are maintained to support the supercomputer environment over its 

lifetime. 

All Customized for Oil and Gas Requirements

Liquid-cooled racks embody the concept of “closely coupled” 

cooling where the cooling mechanism is in close proximity 

requirements of the target servers. Liquid-cooled racks are 

ideal for high density heat loads. A large proportion of the 

high performance compute infrastructures are water cooled 

and powered at 480 volts. The direct water cooling facilitates 

air cooling, since heat transferred to water is 800 percent 

delivery at 480 volts as opposed to the standard 208 volts, 

on average by approximately 3 percent. These two attributes 

of the high-density environment (water cooling and high 

power delivery) improve the PUE of the deployment by more 

than 12 percent, which can equate to direct utility savings 

for CyrusOne’s customers. Leveraging CyrusOne’s metered 

power pass-through model, customers are able to realize cost 

electrical system that supercomputers are designed for, thus, 

maximizing the ROI on HPC hardware.

CASE STUDY

Brink’s Chooses 
Data Center  Provider to  Consolidate Global 

IT Infrastructure
Seeks Secure, Reliable, and Scalable 

Data Center Solution to Support 

Future Growth 

Why Companies  THINK 

Texas 

With dedication to business growth, Texas attracts a diverse group of employers in every 
industry sector. Texas employers enjoy competitive advantages such as the lowest per 
capita tax rates in the nation, no personal income tax, cutting-edge infrastructure, excellent 
schools, and a skilled workforce. The Lone Star State continues to be a prime destination 
for businesses and job-seekers alike.

Recently named “Top State for New Data Centers” by Site Selection 
Magazine in 2012, Texas is extremely business-friendly for companies 
seeking out-of-state Disaster Recovery solutions.  The many benefits, 

Texas-based CyrusOne has been selected by more than 140 of the Fortune 
1000 companies for data center solutions.  With ample experience and 
knowledge, CyrusOne helps businesses establish disaster recovery solutions 
to virtually eliminate the risk of a severe outage or downtime.   

In addition, companies can leverage CyrusOne’s National Internet Exchange 
(IX) platform. National IX provides high-performance, low-cost data transfer 
and accessibility between sites.  It connects many cities across the country 
with additional locations coming online soon.

Source:  “Texas – Wide Open for BusinessTM,” 
www.texaswideopenforbusiness.com

Texas… “Best State for Business” 
for 2014

Texas… “America’s Top State for 
Economy & Infrastructure”

Texas voted “Best Business 
Climate 2012 & 2013”

Texas… “A Top State for Fortune 
500 HQs,”  52 corporate 
headquarters of Fortune 500 
companies call Texas home.

Texas… Top exporting state for 
12th consecutive year, exporting 
over $279.7 billion in goods to 
destinations including Mexico, 
Canada, Brazil, China, and the 
Netherlands

Texas dominates…“Best Cities for 
Good Jobs”

Texas… Top state for job growth, 
with  252,400 new jobs created in 
2013

Texas’ unemployment rate dropped 
to its lowest in five-years. The Lone 
Star State has added 274,200 jobs 
over the past year, and has a total 

Texas cities dominate Top Cities for 
Job Seekers list:   Rankings included 
Austin (#1), Fort Worth (#3), San 
Antonio (#10), Dallas (#13), 
Arlington (#16) and Houston (#18).

Texas… Winner of the 2013 
Governor’s Cup for the second 
consecutive year.

26 Commercial Airports 46 Freight Railroads 11 Interstate Highways

624 Miles Of Coastline 16 Ports of Call #1 Installed Wind Capacity 

Texas – A National Success Story 

Texas Infrastructure Facts

Texas – A Smart Choice for ENTERPRISE DATA
Production and Disaster Recovery Infrastructure

Chief Executive Magazine, 2014 CNBC Business Facilities Magazine

Fortune Magazine

Forbes.com

Site Selection Magazine, 
March 2014

U.S. Census Bureau, 
February 2014

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
 January 2014

Nerd Wallet, January 2014

Texas Workforce Commission, 
December 2013

Competitive electricity rates

Robust bandwidth availability

Low incidence of natural disasters

Skilled workforce availability

Tailored tax incentives

+1-866-297-8766 info@cyrusone.com

Texas – Speak to a CyrusOne colocation expert today

IS Great  
for Business

KEO Marketing worked with CyrusOne to develop successful marketing and messaging 
strategies through the IPO and the company’s incredible growth.  Specifically, 
KEO Marketing’s integrated marketing plan included lead nurturing, search engine 
optimization (SEO), pay-per-click (PPC) and display advertising management, and web  
development and design.  KEO Marketing also  designed an integrated plan for the 
CyrusOne  National Internet Exchange product launch.

Lead Nurturing - The process of building  relationships with prospective and existing  
customers by initiating and maintaining consistent communication until they are ready to buy. 

The Solution

A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY
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KEO Marketing implemented a multi-segmented lead nurturing campaign that targeted 
key decision makers across the Fortune 1000. Strong thought-leadership content, 
including white papers,  executive reports and case studies, was developed and sent via 
email to entice prospects to visit a  landing page on the CyrusOne website.  Web  traffic 
and lead volume increased as a result of the lead nurturing program.
The complete solution included:

A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY

•  Lead nurturing strategy
•  Email marketing strategy
•  List management
•  Content development

•  Landing page development
•   Strategic targeting for specific  

markets and channels
•  Tracking, analytics and reporting

Search Engine Optimization - The process of  improving a website’s visibility via “natural” 
or “organic” search results. Search engines such as Google and Bing have developed 
algorithms to determine how websites should rank for user  keyword queries. Through 
proven online marketing strategy and SEO best practices, KEO Marketing ensures 
clients rank in top positions for the most important keywords that drive leads.

After reviewing CyrusOne’s existing website, KEO Marketing recommended several 
improvements. Developing stronger messaging, more prominent calls to action 
and optimizing each web page for  vital keyword phrases would all help to increase 
CyrusOne’s online visibility and conversions.  In  addition, KEO Marketing created 
an ongoing  promotion plan that included publishing unique, relevant content to drive 
valuable backlinks to the website.

KEO Marketing continues to monitor and improve CyrusOne’s search engine rankings for 
essential  industry, business-related and geo-targeted  keyword phrases. The solution includes:

•  SEO strategy 
•  In-depth site audit
•  Competitor research
•   Extensive keyword 

research

•   Content development, 
including thought 
leadership white papers, 
webinars, videos, articles, 
blogs and social media

•  On-page optimization

•   Geo-targeting for  
specific markets

•   Off-page promotion, 
including content marketing, 
local search, social media 
and link building

A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY
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After determining the monthly budget for the campaign, which included a target “CPL,” 
or “Cost Per Lead,” KEO Marketing developed a plan to extend CyrusOne’s reach.  
Because the vast majority of web traffic is directed by search engines like Google and 
Bing, KEO Marketing focused efforts on driving traffic from those two sources. Over 
time, and as the monthly budget expanded, other search engines and display advertising 
sites were targeted.

CyrusOne’s PPC campaign is continuously managed and monitored by KEO Marketing’s 
team of Google Adwords Certified experts. 

The solution also included:

A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY

•  PPC and display advertising strategy
•  Competitor research
•  Extensive keyword research
•  PPC Campaign setup
•  Display advertising creative

•  Ad copy development
•  Landing page deployment and testing
•  Quality score and performance audits
•  Bid management and optimization
•  Analytics

Web Design & Development - More than just code, design and navigation, successful 
website  development helps businesses gain traction with search engines and generate 
valuable leads.  Web  developers must find the balance between building an appealing 
site that users can navigate easily and building a site that is attractive to search engines.  
They must also design a site that can be accessed on a variety of devices.

To improve functionality and lead generation, KEO Marketing provided a complete 
overhaul to the CyrusOne website design.  In addition, KEO Marketing’s team of design 
and technical experts  continually maintains the website.  

While the previous CyrusOne website was well-designed, it was not easily accessible 
to mobile users. With more than half of all searches and more than 60% of email opens 
happening on mobile devices,  KEO Marketing redesigned the CyrusOne website and 
email marketing templates to automatically and responsively change to fit the user’s 
device. The new design improved site usability across any device and implemented 
strong calls to action that engage visitors. 
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The solution included:

•   Mobile responsive website  
design and development

•   Mobile responsive landing  
page development

•  Mobile responsive email templates
•  Creative development
•  Website usability
•  Competitor research
•   Site structure review and  

SEO platform optimization

•  Call to action improvement
•   Live Chat and call tracking 

implementation
•   Google Analytics, Google Webmaster 

and Bing Webmaster code 
implementation and monitoring

•   HTML user sitemap and search engine 
XML sitemap development  
and submission

Product Launch of Industry-Leading Platform - As part of the larger integrated marketing 
program, KEO Marketing developed and launched an integrated marketing campaign 
for the new CyrusOne National Internet Exchange (IX).  The National IX delivers 
interconnection across states and between  metro-enabled sites, as well as enables 
high-performance, low-cost data transfer and accessibility for CyrusOne customers.

KEO Marketing’s campaign was designed to drive both increased visibility and new 
leads.  Specific components were managed over a two-month period and included:

•   Customized web pages and landing pages
•   Custom campaigns for search engine 

optimization
•   Videos of executives educating customers
•   A webinar featuring a CyrusOne executive 

and a customer
•   Offline seminars at CyrusOne data center 

locations

•   An industry white paper
•   Press releases featuring the product 

launch
•   Blog and social media posts
•   Thought leadership article and 

presentation syndication
•   Email lead nurturing sequence
•   Pay-per-click advertising, remarketing 

ads and online display ads
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The Results 
Consistent and Measurable Results for Award-Winning Campaigns - After one year, 
CyrusOne  experienced measurable results in increased traffic, increased natural search 
visibility and rankings, increased leads and higher conversions with reduced costs.  
Specific performance metrics include:

A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY

 

 

Increased Traffic - As a result of the integrated marketing campaign, all traffic sources increased, 
including a 320% increase in average monthly visits from natural search.  In 2014, average monthly 
traffic was up 265% from the campaign’s inception. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Increased Leads - Total lead contacts directly from the website increased 171% in 2014 compared 
to campaign start. Much of the growth can be attributed to natural search, which is up 551% from 
the baseline. Following a website redesign with improved calls to action, natural search conversion 
rates increased by 118%. 
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The Results (continued)

A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY

Increased Natural Search Visibility and Rankings - Natural Search traffic has increased each year, 
between 40-70% on average each month.  In 2014, natural search traffic was up 320% from the 
campaign’s inception. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Higher Conversions with Reduced Costs - Campaign optimization caused the CPL (Cost Per 
Lead) to decrease every year, allowing for increased budget and lead volume.  In 2014, monthly 
leads from paid search were up 353% from baseline.  This increase resulted in part from an 
increase in budget, but also a 58% reduction in CPL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful Product Launch - The launch of the new CyrusOne National IX resulted in a 17% 
increase in new enterprise-level leads and more than 160 new qualified enterprise-level leads.  In 
the fourth quarter of 2013 following the product launch campaign, 85% of new CyrusOne  
customer leases included the National IX. 
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The Results (continued) 
•   Campaign Recognition - The impressive results from the integrated marketing 

campaigns lead to several national and local industry awards for CyrusOne and KEO 
Marketing, including:

•   Gold Stevie® Award from the American Business Awards - In September 2014, 
CyrusOne received the National Gold Stevie® for “Marketing Campaign of the Year” in 
the Internet/Telecom category.  CyrusOne was recognized for the integrated marketing 
campaign developed in partnership with KEO Marketing.  The American Business 
Awards received more than 3,300 nominations in a wide range of categories in 2014.

•   Gold Tower Award from the Business Marketing Association (BMA) Chicago - KEO 
Marketing earned a prestigious honor on behalf of CyrusOne in October 2014.  The 
Tower Awards spotlight exceptional business-to-business marketing campaigns. The 
organization recognized KEO Marketing’s accomplishments in achieving excellence in 
search engine marketing as illustrated by its work with CyrusOne.

•   “2013 Marketer of the Year” Award in the “B2B Marketing Campaign of the Year” 
Category from the Business Marketing Association Phoenix - CyrusOne and KEO 
Marketing received the award for the standout impact of the B2B campaign.  The fully 
integrated marketing campaign successfully expanded online visibility for prospective 
CyrusOne customers and delivered the highest number of qualified sales leads within 
a targeted cost of acquisition.



A KEO MARKETING INC. CASE STUDY

Looking for significant increases in leads and sales?
 
KEO Marketing delivers innovative marketing solutions that achieve tangible and 
substantial results. Some of the world’s largest brands have depended on KEO 
Marketing for marketing programs that drive  business growth.

Specializing in business to business (B2B) marketing strategy, creative, messaging, 
infrastructure,  execution, marketing analytics and results, KEO Marketing helps 
Fortune 1000 companies as well as medium-sized businesses achieve and exceed their 
marketing and sales goals.

We start by understanding your business, your industry and your marketing plans. 
We build on that with research to identify how your customers find your products and 
services today. Then we tailor a  marketing strategy for you based on proven experience 
and a thorough understanding of your  marketplace. We take that knowledge and put it 
to work for your unique business situation and  environment. 

KEO Marketing offers trusted services including lead generation and nurturing, 
marketing automation, inbound marketing, content marketing, search engine 
optimization, search marketing, email marketing, creative, video marketing, website 
design and development, app development, online and traditional advertising, local and 
mobile marketing and much more. 

Successful marketing is an investment that delivers outstanding business results. 
Request a complimentary marketing audit and put your company on a path to success. 
For more information or to request a  complimentary marketing audit, please visit us 
online at keomarketing.com

ABOUT KEO MARKETING

KEO Marketing, Inc. 1 W Elliot Rd, Suite 108, Tempe AZ 85284

keomarketing.com  |  audit@keomarketing.com  |  480-413-2090


